service attacks) must be handled by a team of experts selected and approved by all major parties taking part in elections.
Simple, mathematically secure methods for e-voting are conceivable, and voters' confidence can be increased by allowing them to verify their votes in the nationwide tally, as well as review the full list of voters. As with any cryptographic method, the system must still rely on a chain of mutual trust, which will always be necessary. The chain of trust inherent in practical cryptography cannot be ignored in evoting. Moreover, boot-from-CD voting software like Linux Live CDs, one-time pads, and onion routing would support more direct democracy. The economics of e-voting allow for much cheaper voting, thereby allowing more elections on a larger number of specific policy decisions.
frank Gerlach, Provide the kind of computing knowledge high school faculty often lack;
Serve as a visible representative of computing in the educational setting, as well as a role model for students; and Create a direct line of communication between industrial and educational organizations.
This program should coincide with other industrial initiatives (such as donating equipment to schools and giv-ing universities access to online training materials).
Declining interest in computing is disheartening and must be addressed for the future health of both the Canadian and the U.S. technology industries. For industry, money and effort spent today on education should be seen as an investment in its own future.
Bill Bushey, New Paltz, NY
trickle algorithm Corrections
The article "The Emergence of a Networking Primitive in Wireless Sensor Networks" on the Trickle algorithm I coauthored in July 2008 had two errors: Sun SPOT sleeps. The article's description of the Sun SPOT platform said SPOT sleeps by writing its RAM contents to flash while requiring significant time and energy to do so. The SPOT has an external RAM bank to which it saves its internal processor state when it sleeps and, by itself, does not incur a significant cost. However, SPOT wakeup requires tens of milliseconds to stabilize timing circuits and restore processor state. The alternative, used in most simple sensornode designs, is to require just a few kilobytes of RAM and microcontroller wakeup times of tens of microseconds. This fast wakeup time allows nodes to quickly check for network traffic while spending less energy warming up to perform the checks; and Please accept my apology for these errors. I thank Randy Smith, as well as Douglas De Couto, for pointing them out.
Philip Levis, Stanford, Ca 
